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16-TIME ‘BEST-OF-FEST’ WINNERS JAMES & JAMESY
STEEP AN UPROARIOUS THEATRICAL ADVENTURE

- 2 FOR TEA Monty Python meets Dr. Seuss in an infectiously fun, perpetually playful wonderland from Fringe Festival favorites
From two multi-award winning, masterful British comedians comes the outrageously funny and brilliantly inventive
journey of James & Jamesy in 2 for Tea, on stage Your Dates at the Your Theatre. Transcending physical comedy and
redefining immersive theatre, the 16-time “Best-of-Fest” Fringe winners masterfully cultivate the spirit of play with their
audiences.
In 2 for Tea, James &
Jamesy lure audiences
into their delightfully
bizarre world with their
innocence and endearing
chemistry. Blending
meticulous physical
theatre with comedy,
improv, and word-play,
the duo pour out a tale of
friendship steeped in
misadventure. Audience
members find themselves
on the front lines of the
British army and others
wind up sipping tea on
stage in the afterlife. 2 for
Tea is a celebration of camaraderie, family, trusting those we love, and of course, tea.

“Our audiences often surprise themselves by how eager they are to jump into a costume and join in on the fun with James
and I,” explains Jamesy, the quirky, meticulous, and rather obsessive half of the uproarious British duo. He continues, “2
for Tea is unlike anything you’ve ever seen, made new each evening from fresh interpretations by the eclectic audience
members that become part of the show.”
More than 60,000 Canadians have relished their cheeky, laugh-inducing theatrics celebrated among children and adults
alike.
Hailed as “a child’s imagination on steroids” by the London Free Press and “complete and utter fun” by the CBC, critics
rave for the charismatic James & Jamesy in 2 for Tea. A must-see performance on the International Fringe circuit, the
unstoppable duo regularly receives glowing praise, having been named Most Outstanding Show (London), Best of Fest
(Toronto), Pick of Fringe (Vancouver), Best Comedy (Victoria), Patrons’ Pick (London), and Best Script (Montreal), among
many more.
ABOUT JAMES & JAMESY

Since 2012, James & Jamesy have been fearlessly embodied by Aaron Malkin as James and Alastair Knowles as Jamesy.
Together, they create award-winning performances that blend theater, physical comedy,
and dance to take audiences on fantastical trips of the imagination. Their unique humor appeals to those of
all ages – from children and adults – and fosters an inclusive atmosphere, encouraging of audience
involvement.

INFO:

JamesandJamesy.com
https://www.facebook.com/jamesandjamesy/
@jamesandjamesy

MUNSCHTOPIA
Prairie Theatre Exchange continues a Holiday season tradition
of bringing the indelible and charismatic characters of Robert
Munsch to vibrant life on the stage. This year, get ready for
tons of surprises, with lots of high-octane energy and loads of
laughs, as we present five much-loved Munsch stories,
including Put Me in a Book!, Wait and See, Pyjama Day!,
Jonathan Cleaned Up – Then He Heard a Sound, and Murmel,
Murmel, Murmel. It’s the larger-than-life, kid-friendly
entertainment our young audiences have come to expect. A
perfect gift for the kids or grandkids nieces and nephews, or
neighbour kids.

